
Yet united by a compelling vision.
Strangers with a synergistic connect.
A bountiful dose of passion. And
infectious enthusiasm.

This in a nutshell is Team
Leadership Demystified. Leadership
Demystified (LD) emerged from an
ambitious thought of unraveling the
leadership conundrum- through
personal journeys of leaders
themselves. The thought materialized
through discussion between the
founders of Ixchel.life and Puja
Talesara, and, was moulded by an
eclectic group of experts- the 'Thought
Enablers'.

The initiative was painstakingly
structured through repeated
interactive sessions amongst the Core
Team and the Thought Enablers, every
aspect thoroughly researched and
debated. LD presents an ideal blend
of leaders at varied stages in their
leadership journeys. LD is launched
and operated from the LinkedIn
Platform to garner a wide reach as
well as derive global learnings.

What differentiates LD from other
similar initiatives is:
� A global perspective- we have

leaders from across the world
� Cross-industry insights- speakers

are from diverse industry segments
� A standardized framework- aids

comparing and contrasting
different leadership styles

� Engagement- Podcast speakers

P eople from diverse and eclectic
backgrounds, widely dispersed
in terms of time zones.

Leadership
   Demystified

tackle questions from our
audience

� Constant guidance and inputs from
our Thought Enablers
Few perspectives that LD highlights

include whether leadership is innate
or cultivated, the right mix of soft and
hard skills, the role that age,
experience, gender and education play,
pitfalls to avoid, inclusive leadership,
leadership styles, modern day
millennial leaders and much more.

Curator Profile
Ixchel.life offers highly customized
total well-being solutions for people
and organizations using online +
offline channels. They offer highly
customized employee centric solutions
by focusing on following key values:
making workplaces healthier, fulfilling
and productive.

Puja Talesara is a passionate
mother, HR solutions architect, an
internationally certified Leadership &
Executive Coach, Counsellor, Talent
Assessor and Podcaster in the LD
series. Diverse life experiences piqued
her passion for helping others to
formulate, shape and achieve goals,
in the same way as she was able to
and thus feel fulfilled.

Thought Enablers
Dr. Vanditaa Dar: A qualified and
passionate economist by training,
Vanditaa is free spirited, has a zeal
for learning, and finds teaching
enriching and therapeutic. With varied
interests in music, poetry, art and
philosophy, she is on a quest to

SPECIAL FEATURE

rediscover herself every day.
Joy Abdullah: A business strategist,
Joy drives value through brand
experiences by engaging people which
creates trust. Voted one of "Malaysia's
10 Most Engaged Marketing Folks in
2015 on LinkedIn", he is passionate in
getting companies do good for
communities through business
activities, creating reputational and
financial value.
Vijay Ratnalikar: An accomplished
professional, Vinay has over 22 years
of experience, is a practicing
Leadership Coach and Industry
Consultant with focus on peak
performance and productivity. His last
corporate stint was as Senior VP and
Head of Corporate R&D at Schindler.
He has a richly diverse industry
experience spanning R&D, ITES,
Business Development and Operations
Management.
Subi Nathivaran: The founder of
Stridez Pty Ltd., Subi is a senior
business leader with substantial
operational experience across Supply
Chain, Quality and Finance. Having
completed a course on Authentic
Leadership at Harvard Business
School, and an accredited coach of
the Institute of Executive Coaching,
she espouses values based leadership.
Ross Swan: The founder of Soul
Inspired Leadership Pte Ltd., Ross is
dedicated to helping leaders become
more authentic in the way they lead.
He is a perceptive, responsive, and
accessible consultant and coach and
trainer, with broad experience in
varied industries worldwide.

“If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more

and become more, you are a leader.” - John Quincy Adams
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